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Aktraet- - In this paper, we present a recursive algorithm for the construction of general matrix Pad6 
approximants. The two main algorithms involved here are MAPORES (MAtrix POlynomial REmainder 
Sequence), which is a recursive one, and MAPADAC (MAtrix Pad6 Approximants by Divide-And- 
Conquer). MAPADAC is based on the divide-and-conquer version of an earlier work on matrix 
Pad6 extended Euclidean algorithm (MAPEA). The algorithm is also capable of computing the Pad6 
approximants for the abnormal power series possessing matrix coefficients. An efficient Pascal procedure 
for implementation f the same is provided here. The different steps involved in the entire approach are 
explained in detail and illustrated by a few explicit examples. 
NOMENCLATURE 
[f(x)]--Polynomial having matrix coefficients 
Lx_J---Floor function (denotes the greatest integer equal to or less than x) 
Vx']--Ceiling function (denotes the least integer equal to or greater than x) 
n--Order of the square matrix 
/,--Identity matrix of order n 
0,--Null matrix of order n 
I " ' f--Determinant 
[(T)]----2 × 2 matrix having the matrix polynomials as elements 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The (M, N) matrix Pad6 approximants [1] of a formal power series 
IS(x)] = ~ (s.),x i
i~0  
is a rational function 
such that 
(1) 
M 
2 (?.),x' 
[PM(x)] = ~-o (2) 
[QN(x)] N 
1 + Y. (q.)ix' 
i=l 
[S(x)] [?M (x )______] = O(xM+:+,) .  (3) 
[Qu(x)] 
We may define two types of Pad6 approximants, ince the (s.)i's need no longer commute, by the 
equations 
[S  (X) ]  - -  [PM (X)] [QN (X)] - 1 = O (X  M + N + I ) 
or 
(4a) 
(4b) [S(x)] - [QN(x)I-'[P,~(x)] = O(x  M + N+ ,). 
However, we can show that both the Pad6 approximants are actually identical [1]. 
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Work on matrix Pad6 or matrix Pad6-type approximants ultimately involves the explicit 
determination of the matrix polynomials forming the numerator and denominator of the rational 
function (2) for various choices of M and N. Recently attempts have been made to construct the 
matrix Pad6 approximants [2-5] for the normal and non-normal power series (the power series 
[S(x)] is said to be normal, if for each pair (M, N), the rational function (2) agrees exactly through 
the power x M+ N). A common approach to solving a problem is to partition the problem into small 
parts, find solutions for the parts, and then combine the solutions for the parts into a solution for 
the whole. This approach, especially, when used recursively, often yields efficient solutions to 
problems in which the subproblems are smaller versions of the original problem. Exactly this 
technique is applied here now for the construction of matrix Pad6 approximants. 
We present two algorithms, MAPORES and MAPADAC for the computation of matrix 
polynomial remainder sequence and the matrix Pad6 approximants, respectively. Algorithm 
MAPORES is the recursive one, in which it is called by the routine MAPADAC. Aho et al. [6] 
have given an asymptotically fast algorithm (HGCD) for polynomial (scalar coefficients) GCDs 
and an improved approach of HGCD was discussed by Brent et al. [7]. MAPORES is the 
divide-and-conquer version of HGCD for the matrix case and MAPADAC is the extension of our 
matrix Pad6 extended Euclidean algorithm [5]. 
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the algorithm for matrix polynomial 
remainder sequence. In Section 3 we give the algorithm for constructing the (M, N) order Pad6 
approximant, viz. matrix Pad6 approximants by divide-and-conquer scheme. In the numerical 
results of Section 4 we show as to how the algorithm can be worked out for finding the Pad6 
approximants in respect of the normal and non-normal power series. Section 5 deals with the 
additional Pascal procedures other than [5] for implementation of the algorithms given. A few 
concluding remarks for the paper are given in Section 6. In the Appendix we give the test run output 
of the examples considered in depth. 
2. ALGORITHM FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIAL REMAINDER SEQUENCE 
In this section we describe part of matrix polynomial GCD algorithm, viz. matrix polynomial 
remainder sequence algorithm (MAPORES), which is again the part of MAPADAC. 
MAPORES is based upon the principle that quotients of polynomials of degrees d~, d2(d~ > d2) 
depend only on the leading 2(d~ - d2) + 1 terms of dividend and the leading (dl - d2) + 1 terms of 
the divisor. Let [u0(x)], [ul(x)] be polynomials with remainder sequence {[u0], [ut], [u2] . . . . .  [Uk] } and 
consider the task of finding GCD([u0], [ul]). Let l(i) be the unique integer such that 
degree-[urn0] > i, (5) 
degree-[urn0 + 1] ~< i. (6) 
Then if n '=  degree-[u0(x)],,procedure HGCD yields [u~n,/2)], i.e. the last term in the remainder 
sequence whose degree xceeds half that of [u0 (x)]. As we shall see with MAPORES, we may obtain 
[u j  where n'/2 ~< r ~< n'. In order to produce this routine, we will require some notation and a 
pair of lemmas. 
Definition 
For [u0(x)], [ul(x)] as above, with quotient sequence 
~[u ' - ' (x ) ]~ i= l tok .  (7) [Quo,.(x)] = [u,(x)] ' 
We define 2 x 2 matrix [(R~ ~ol't~ D)] for 0 ~< i ~<j ~< k by 
[(R~01,t.,l))] = 0n In • *' .  "* , j > i. 
In - [Quoj(x)] In - [Quoi- l (x)] In - [Quo,+ 1 (x)] 
(9) 
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It is easy to show that these matrices have the following properties: 
Lemma 2. I 
(a) [u/] = [(R~o],[=,])) ] / ,  i < j < k; 3 ( [u,] \ 
[~j+ 1]/ k[ui+ 1]/ 
(b) [(R~=o],t=,D)]= F [Xj(x)] [~(x)]  10<~j<k.  
L[X,+,(x)] 
The polynomials [Xg(x)] and [Yj(x)] are defined [5] by the recurrence relation: 
[Xj(x)] = [Xj_ 2 (x)] - [Qu%(x)] [Xj_, (x)], 
[ Yj(x)] = [Yj_ 2(x)] -- [Quoj(x)] [Yj_ ,(x)]. 
(io) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Lemma 2.2 
Let If(x)], [g(x)] be polynomials uch that n' = degree_[f(x)] > degree_[g(x)] and let 
[f(x)] = L~(x)]x k + [f2(x)], degree_[f2(x)] < k; 
[g(x)] = [g~(x)]x k + [g2(x)], degree-[g2(x)] < k, 
where 
(14) 
(15) 
i.e. 
k ~< 2 × degree_[g(x)] - degree-[f (x)], (16) 
Then 
degree_[g, (x)] 1> ( 1/2)degree--~l (x)]. (17) 
[(R ~,Yt~(g.P+ k)/27))] = [(R ~[,~(~f~' ]-) k)/27))], (l 8) 
that is, the quotients of the remainder sequence for ( [ f ] ,  [g]) and ([fl], [gl]) agree (at least) until 
the latter reaches a remainder whose degree does not exceed (l/2)degree_[f~(x)]. 
Algorithm description 
INPUT: (i) Polynomials [u0] and [ul] 
(ii) Real number r 
(iii) Boolean variable mapores-exist 
OUTPUT:  (i) Remainder sequence polynomials [z0] and [zl] 
(ii) 2 × 2 matr ix [(T)] 
(iii) The Boolean variable mapores__exist 
procedure MAPORES ([u0(x)], [u,(x)], r, [z0(x)], [zl(x)], [(T)], mapores_exist) 
1. IF mapores_exist THEN BEGIN 
2. m ~ degree-[uo(x)] 
3. IFdegree-[ul(x)]<r ORm =0 THEN 
4. [z0 (x)] ~ [u0 (x)] 
5. [z, (x)] ,-- [u, (x)] 
6. [(T)] *-- 0, I. 
ELSE BEGIN 
7. i * - r r7  
8. [Uo(X)] - ,  [ao(X)]X'+ [al(x)], degree-[al(x)] < i 
9. [u,(x)] -} [bo(x)]x'+ [b,(x)], degree_[b,(x)] < i 
10. mapores([ao (x)], [bo (x)], degree-[ao (x)]/2, [co (x)], [cl (x)], [(T 1 )], mapores_exist) 
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11. IF maporesexist THEN BEGIN 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
IF degree-[e(x)] < r THEN 
[z&)1 + km)1 
[zI(xN+- [4x)1 
ml + w-1)1 
ELSE BEGIN 
17. 
18. IF det = 0 THEN maporesexist + false 
ELSE BEGIN 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
tQu4x )I + wotienW(x)19 k (x)1) 
[f(x)1 + remainder(M [4x)1) 
k c 2i - degree-[e(x)] 
k(x)1 + kdx)l~~ + kl(x)l, degr=-k(x)l< k 
VW -, hWI~k + Pdxl19 dew=-P,(x)1 <k 
mwores(k&ll, Mxll, Mw4a,(~ll/2~ h(xll, bdxl19 CC91~ mawre=W 
IF maporesexist THEN 
26. 
27. 
END 
END 
END 
END 
END 
END. {MAPORES} 
Now we shall see in the following section how this algorithm will fit in for the computation of the 
matrix Padi approximants. 
3. ALGORITHM FOR MATRIX PADE APPROXIMANTS 
Algorithm MAPORES as given above computes the polynomial matrix 
[ 
[“j(x)l [TCx)l Pyx)l 
[“j+l(x)l [~+i(x>l [Y,+Itx)l 1 
where j = I(r), n’/2 < r < n’. 
(19) 
By Lemma 2.2, if we take i = rrl leading terms of [u,], [a,] and compute 
MAPORES([a,], [b,], degree_[u,]/2, . . .)t we obtain in effect 
Ka!~~~2~,,,2,,)1 = mYwL),2,))1. (20) 
Then 
(~~~~~)=(~~)xi+[(T1)1(~~j)=[(T111(~~)xi+[(T1)1(~:~) 
= KTl)l (:$I 5;;) = N~~,2&%,z,,)l(~~)~ (21) 
TMAPORES will exist only when the determinantal value (det) should not be equal to zero. 
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If we then take k = 2 i -  degree_[e(x)] leading terms from [e(x)] and f= remainder([d], [e]), 
computing MAPORES([g0], [h0], degree-[g0]/2 . . . .  )t, we obtain 
[g , he]) [(.R [J, ~dh¢src¢~e(x)] _ k)/2~))] = [ (R  ~[e~/(dc)gl~=_[e(x)] q_ 2r -- d¢grcc_[~x)])/2"]))] 
= [(Rt,t;lig-~)] = [(R~'t~'rT/~ + .,.,~,))1. (22) 
Hence 
([P0( x)]x~ k . r,T2-,/[gl]'~ 
[pl(X)])X "1- L~ )J ~[h,])  
([e]'~ (' [u,(r)] '~ 
= [(r2)] \ i f  ] /=  \[u,(,+ ,]J" (23) 
Now, suppose we have 0 ~< r' ~< n'/2. Then we can call MAPORES with r = n'/2 until the input 
polynomials [uj], [uj+ t] satisfy the condition for MAPORES, namely 
n"/2 ~ r' ~< n" = degree_([uj]). (24) 
It is, therefore, possible to compute any term in the remainder sequence. To obtain the (M, N) Pad6 
approximants to [S(x)] from the (M + N)th anti-diagonal, we apply the above algorithm to 
[u0(x)]( = [a(x)]) = x u+N+ ' and [ul(x)]( = [b(x)]) = [S(x)]mod x M+~¢+ 1 with r = M. This yields 
terms ([uj], [uj+ l]) in the remainder sequence such that 
degree_([uj (x)]) ~> M, degree_([uj+ ,(x)]) < M. 
Since [S(x)] may be abnormal, we cannot tell a priori whether [uj] or [us+ ~] corresponds to the 
numerator of the desired approximant. Hence both must be considered. Also since we obtain the 
denominator of the approximant from the matrix elements [T~2(x)] and [Tz2(x)], we must update 
the matrix [(T)] after each recursive call to MAPORES. We thus have algorithm MAPADAC 
which computes the required (M, N) Pad6 approximant. 
Algorithm description 
INPUT: (i) Max imum Pad0 numerator  degree (M) 
(ii) Max imum Pad6 denominator  degree (N) 
(iii) Order of the square matrix(n) 
(iv) Degree of [S(x)](degree_[S(x)]):~ 
(v) Series [S(x)] 
OUTPUT: The Pad6 approximent of order (~M,  ~N)  provided it exists. 
procedure MAPADAC 
1. degree_sum ~- M + N 
2. n' ~- degree_sum + 1 
3. IF degree_[S(x)] < degree_sum THEN exit 1 
4. [a(x)]~- I .x  ~8"~-'="+1 
5. [b (x ) ] * -  [S(x)]mod[a(x)] 
r/,, 0.1 
6. [( T)] *- Ii 0" , . j  
7. IF N =0 THEN exit 2 
8. repeat ,-  true 
9. WHILE  ( (M < n'/2) OR (M > n')) AND repeat DO 
BEGIN 
tMAPORES will exist only when the determinantal v lue (det) should not be equal to zero. 
~:Degree_[S(x)] is the degree of the truncated polynomial from the power series [S(x)]. 
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10. IF (degree_[b (x)] i> M) AND (degree._[b(x)] < n'/2) THEN BEGIN 
11. det *- [ (b.)a,~-~_i~x)l [ 
12. IF det = 0 THEN repeat , -  false 
ELSE 
13. [Quo(x)] *- quotient([a (x)], [b (x)]) 
14. [Rem(x)] *-- remainder([a (x)], [b (x)]) 
15. [a (x)] ~- [b (x)] 
16. [b (x)] ~- [Rem(x)] 
r-O. / ,  1 
17. t(T1)]*-- [I. -[Quo(x)l J  
18. [(T)] ~- [(T 1 )] [(T)] 
19. n' ~- degree_[a (x)] 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
20. mapores_exist ~ t rue  
21. MAPORES([a (x)], [b (x)], n '/2, [z 0 (x)], [Zl (x)], [(T 1)], mapores_exist) 
22. IF mapores_exist THEN 
23. [a (x)] *-- [z 0 (x)] 
24. [b (x)] *-- [z, (x)] 
25. [(T)] ,-  [(T 1)1 [(T)] 
26. n' ~ degree_[a (x)] 
27. ELSE repeat 4- false 
END 
END 
28. IF NOT (repeat) THEN ex i t  3 
29. mapores_exist*-- t rue  
30. MAPORES([a(x)], [b(x)], M, [z0(x)], [zl(x)], [(T1)], mapores_exist) 
31. IF NOT(mapores_exist) THEN exit  3 
32. [(T)]~ [(T1)][(T)] 
33. IF (degree-[zo(X)] ~< M) AND (degree-[Tl:(x)] ~< N) THEN 
34. [Pad6_approximant(x )] ~ [zo (x)]/[ Tj 2 (x)] 
ELSE 
35. [Pad6_approximant(x)] ~ [zl (x)]/[ T2: (x)] 
36. OUTPUT [Pad&_approximant(x)] 
END. {MAPADAC} 
exit 1: The input series [S(x)] has insufficient degree, so we cannot find the 
Pad6 approximant. 
exit 2: As the Pad6 denominator degree is zero, [b(x)] itself is the required Pad6 
approximant. 
exit 3: Since the matrix inversion does not exist in MAPORES or MAPADAC,  
in which the Pad6 approximant will not exist. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section we deal with the numerical results for the construction of normal and non-normal 
matrix Pad6 approximants and also the value of the Pad6 approximants (for one case) by taking 
various examples. We have checked the program for the given algorithm by running on the 
Siemens-7580.E system having the operating system BS=2000. A typical test run output sheet for 
the examples considered is given in the Appendix. The method of calculation is based on the 
algorithms given in Sections 2 and 3. 
Our first task is to tackle perturbation series [8] (by LRW(hw)) from which we have constructed 
the normal matrix Pad6 approximants of order (2/2), (3/2) and (4/1) by inputing 6 matrix 
coefficients. We have already considered this example in [5], in which it was required to show as 
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to how the above algorithm reproduces the same results. This validates the correctness of the 
program given here. The time required to compute the above mentioned three approximants i  
roughly 0.32 s. 
In a second example, we compute the approximant of order (6/6) for the non-normal power series 
having 3rd order matrix coefficients. Let 
[g(x)] = I3 + I3x - I3x3 + I3xS + I3x6-  I3x7-  213xS + 2Iaxl° + 213xll - I3X12... (25) 
This example indicates how exactly the algorithm works for the non-normal matrix case. The 
running time required to compute the above appreximant is nearly 0.05 s. 
The third and the more interesting example is the computation of exponential of a matrix, viz. 
e Ax at x = 1.0, where A is a second order square matrix such that Illl 
A= -1  3 " 
The approximants worked out with this are (2/2), (4/4), (6/6) and (7/7). Some practical 
considerations of the exponential of a matrix in general have already been discussed by Wragg and 
Davies [9]. The running time for the test run requires approx. 0.2 s. 
5. PASCAL PROCEDURES 
In this section we give the Pascal procedures in addition to the procedures given earlier in [5]. 
procedure ASSIGN_DEGREE 
procedure SPLIT_POLY 
procedure TWO_MATRIX_M U LTI 
procedure ASSIGN_IDEN_MATRIX 
procedure ASSIG N_ELEM N-MATRIX 
procedure MATRIX-POLY_M U LTI 
procedure COPY-ROW_MATRIX_POLY 
procedure ASSIGN-MATRIX_POLY 
procedure POLY-MATRIX_M U LTI_ADD 
procedure MAPORES 
procedure MAPADAC 
Returns the degree of the polynomial 
Returns two polynomials after split from 
one polynomial for a given integer. 
Returns the multiplication of two 2 x 2 
matrices in which the elements are matrix 
polynomials. 
Assigns elements of a 2 x 2 matrix in 
which the diagonal elements are identity 
matrices and others are nullmatrices. 
Assigns a matrix polynomial as one of 
the elements of a 2 x 2 matrix. 
Returns 2 × 1 matrix (having its el- 
ements matrix polynomials) after the 
multiplication of 2 x 2 matrix and 2 x 1 
matrix. 
Copies the elements of one row matrix to 
another row matrix which are matrix 
polynomials. 
Assigns the elements of one 2 x 2 matrix 
to another 2 x 2 matrix. 
Returns the polynomials after the pro- 
cess that 2 x 2 matrix multiplication with 
2 x 1 matrix added to another two poly- 
nomials. 
Returns the polynomial remainder 
sequence and a 2 x 2 matrix, if exist. 
Returns the required Pad6 approximants 
provided it should exist. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have prepared and presented here the algorithms MAPORES and MAPADAC. One is to 
compute the polynomial remainder sequence and the other is to construct he matrix Pad6 
approximants (divide-and-conquer approach). We have shown how the algorithms HGCD [6], 
PRSDC [7] and MAPEA [5] lead to MAPORES and MAPADAC. The practical implementation 
of the algorithms to normal power series, viz. perturbation series and exponential of a matrix, and 
the non-normal power series (matrix) clearly indicates their generality as well as flexibility for the 
computation of results and also the correctness of the program given. Further work on the 
computation and comparison of algorithms for the symbolic characterization of matrix Pad6 
approximants and their structural pattern in the Pad6 table is in progress. 
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APPENDIX  
THE TEST RUN OUTPUT 
FOR THE NON-NORMAL HATRIX CASE 
ORDER OF THE COEFFZCIENT HATRZX IS 3 
THE [ 6, 6) MATRZX_PADE APPROXZRANT IS 
THE MATRZX. PADE NUHERATOR COEF ARF 
PADE.NUHERATOR 0 
1.1111111111111E-91 O.OOO0000000000E+O0 
O.0000000000000E÷O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
0.0000000000000E+00 O.O000000000000E+O0 
PADE_NUMERATOR 1 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000080000000E+O0 
O.O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
O. O000000000000E+O0 0.0000000000000~+00 
PADE_NUMERATOR 2 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000000000000i+30 
O.O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
O. O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+O0 
PADE.NUMERATOR 3 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000000000000E+O0 
O, O000000000000E÷O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
O. O000000000000E+OO O.O0000000000OOE+OO 
PADE_NUMERATO~ 4 
2.2222222222222E-01 O. O00000000OO00E+30 
O. O000000000000E+O0 2.2222222222222~-01 
O. O000000000000E÷O00.OO00000000000E+00 
PADE_NUMERATOR 5 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000000000000E+O0 
O. O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
O. O000000000000E÷O00.O000000000000E+O0 
O. OOOO000000000£÷O0 
O. O0000OO0000gOEebO 
1.1111111111111E-01 
0.00C0880500030=÷03 
O.OOCO00OOOGOOOE+~O 
1.1111111111111Z-01 
O. OOCO000000000Z+O0 
O.O00000OO00000=+OO 
1.1111111111111~-01 
0.0~000000000005+00 
O.O0000000000OO¢+uO 
1.1111111111111E-01 
O. OOCOOCO0000~OE+OA 
O.03OO000OO00GO~*O0 
2.2222222222222E-U1 
O. O0000000000OOE*O0 
O.OOCOOOOOOOO~OE+UO 
1.11111111111115-01 
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PADE.NUMERATOR 6 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O0000000000OOE+O00. OOC~O30000000E÷Or~ 
O. O000000000000EeO0 1.1111111111111E-01 O.OOGO000000000~+O0 
O. O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
THE MATRIX_PADE DENOMINATOR COEF ARE 
PADE_DENOMINATOR 0 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000000000000E+O00.OOGOO3OOOOOOOEeUO 
O. O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 0.0000000000000~+~0 
O.O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+O0 1-1111111111111E-C1 
PADE_DENOMZNATOR 1 
-2.3592239273285E-16 O-O000000000000E+O00.O000000OO0000~+O0 
O-O000000000000E+OO-2.3592239273255E-16 O.O000000000000E+O0 
O. O000000000000E÷O00.O000000000000E+OO-2.3592239273235E-16 
PADE_DENOMZNATOR 2 
1.1111111111111E-01 O.O000000000000E+O00. OOGOOOOOOOO~O~+OO 
O=O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 O.O000000~CO000E+03 
O. O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+O0 1-1111111111111E-01 
PADE_DENOMINATOR 3 
1.1111111111111E-01 O. O000000000000E+O00.COCOOCO00CO00Z+O0 
O. O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 O.OOO~O00000000z+~n 
O.O000000000000E÷O00.O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 
PADE_DENOMZNATOR 4 
1.1111111111111E-01 O.OOO0000000000E+O00-~OCO000OO0000E+OO 
O.O000000OOOO00E+O0 1.1111111111111E-01 O. OOCO~O00000UO5+O3 
O. O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+O0 1.11111111111115-01 
PAOE.DENOHINATOR 5 
-8.]Z66726846887E-17 O.O000000000000E+OO O.O000000000000E+O0 
0.0000000000000E÷00-~.3260726546857£-17 O. OOCO00000CO003+OO 
O. O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+OO-8.OZ6672534~37~-17 
PADE_DENOR~NATOR 5 
II1111111111111E-01 0-0000000000000~+00 0-0000000000000~+~0 
O.O000000000000E+O0 1.1111111111111£-01 O.O000000GOOO~OE+O~ 
O.O000000000000E+O00.O000000000000E+UO 1-1111111111111E-31 
FaR THE ~XPONEHTIAL ~ATRIX CASE 
ORDER OF THE COEFFICIENT I~ATRIX= 2 
THE VALUE OF X = 1.0C000000~00003+00 
THE INPUT HATRZX A ZS 
1-O000000000000E+O0 1.0000000000300E+OO 
"I-O000000000000E+O0 3.0000000000000E+OO 
THE ( 2, 2 ) ~AT~ZX PADE APP~OX~HA:~T 
9.999999999999gE-01 6.000000000GOGOE+O0 
"6=OOOOO00000000E+O0 1.30030C0000000E+31 
THE ( 4s 4 ) ~ATRZX PADE APP~OXIFIAJT 
7.716049~751549E-04 7.3~1172~3951~E*GO 
• 7.3881172839513~+0C 1.4777006172H~OE+01 
THE ( 5, 6 ) MATRIX PA~E APP~OXIrI~,;T 
7.4858901522035£-0~ 7.3~90560125~23Z+C~ 
7-389056C12692~E+00 1.477~112100244E+01 
THE ( 7, 7 ) MATRIX PA~F 4PPROXI;~A.JT 
4.159~013922339E-10 7.3~055099404~£+C$ 
7.3890560994046E+OG 1.477311219339~E+G1 
